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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 

 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION  ) 
On Its Own Motion      ) 

)  09-0592 
Adoption of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 412 and  ) 
amendment of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 453.  ) 
 

 
 

INITIAL BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF DOMINION RETAIL, INC. TO POST 
PROHIBITION PROPOSED ORDER 

 
Pursuant to Part 200.830 of the Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission 

(“Commission” or “ICC”), Dominion Retail Inc. (“Dominion”), through its attorneys, Rowland 

& Moore LLP, files this Initial Brief on Exceptions to the Administrative Law Judge’s Post 

Prohibition Proposed Order (“PPPO”) issued August 22, 2012, which adopts Illinois 

Administrative Code Part 412, Obligations of Retail Electric Suppliers. 

Since the initiation of this proceeding in 2009, Dominion has worked with the 

Commission Staff, consumer groups, incumbent electric utilities and other competitive retail 

electric suppliers to create a set of rules that balance the competing goals of protecting 

consumers while avoiding unnecessarily raising the cost of competitive electric service.  The 

rules that the Commission released in its First Notice Order on July 7, 2011 for the most part 

reflected the agreements reached by the parties over the previous year and a half.  The Second 

Notice Order, however, made a significant change to the provision regarding the use of an 

electric utility’s name and logo by also prohibiting the use of a gas utility’s name or logo.  This 

change, which was not based on any record evidence, raises significant legal, constitutional and 

public policy issues while purporting to address a problem that does not exist.  Dominion will 
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address other issues in this brief on exceptions, but wishes to emphasize the fact that when the 

Joint Committee on Administrative Rules (“JCAR”) objected to and prohibited the filing of Part 

412, the prohibition against the use of a gas utility name or logo stands out as a provision, that in 

the words of JCAR lacks “specific statutory authority.”   

As requested by the Administrative Law Judge, the issues below follow the order that 

they appear in the PPPO.   

 
1. Part 412.110 Uniform Disclosure Statement  
 

Dominion believes that the purpose of a uniform disclosure statement should be to 

provide a clearly understandable, highly summarized version of the contract terms and 

conditions.  Dominion is willing to provide such information and understands its value.  

Unfortunately, the Statement contained in the rule is little more than a recitation of the exact 

terms and conditions that the Commission believes a properly written sales contact should 

contain.  The net result is that this provision would require ARES to double the amount of 

material that they are obligated to send to customers and double the amount of text that careful 

customers must read.  Yet the customer would not receive any incremental value from this 

additional effort.   

The specific requirements in this rule are appropriate and Dominion will ensure that its 

contracts contain these terms and conditions.  Thus, rather than make these the terms and 

conditions of a uniform disclosure statement, the Commission should make these terms and 

conditions the minimum standards for a sales contract.  If the Commission believes that an 
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additional, highly summarized version of the contract terms and conditions is appropriate, it 

should direct the Office of Retail Market Development to work with interested parties to develop 

such a form. 

In its Second Notice Order rejecting Dominion’s recommendation, the Commission 

agrees with Dominion that RES contracts should contain the requirements enumerated in Part 

412.110.   Nevertheless, it still requires RESs to create a disclosure statement containing the 

exact same information, thus imposing an unnecessary burden on customers to read the same 

information twice.  The Commission does not explain how this requirement helps any party.  

[Second Notice Order, p. 3].  Nor does the Commission justify the superfluous nature of the 

information or the burden it creates for RESs and their customers.  The Commission should 

therefore accept the recommendation of Dominion to require a true, easy to read contract that 

provides all required information outlined in Part 412.110. 

 

Proposed Language: 

Part 412.110   Uniform Disclosure Statement Minimum Contract Terms and Conditions 

In addition to providing the customer with a copy of tThe sales contract, RES agents must 
disclose the following information to the customer, prior to any enrollment for electric 
service, regardless of the form of marketing used. The sales contract written Uniform 
Disclosure statement must use 12 point font or larger, and, if it is a separate document, it 
must not exceed two pages in length: 

 *** 
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2. Part 412.190 Utility Name and Logo 

Part 412.190 is the section of the rules addressing the use of the name or logo of an 

Illinois utility.  The PPO Second Notice rule contains a drastic departure from the First Notice 

rule, shown below in strike-out and underline: 

Part 412.190 Affiliate Utility Name and Logo Use 

A RES shall not be permitted to market power and energy service to residential 
customers using a similar name (where any part of the RES name contains any 
part of the utility name) or logo to that of an existing electric utility or natural gas 
utility affiliated in Illinois. This section does not apply to an electric utility 
serving or seeking to serve retail customers, including residential customers, 
pursuant to Section 16-116 of the Public Utilities Act. 

The First Notice rule precluded an Illinois electric utility from establishing an affiliate 

RES that would use the name of the electric utility when marketing power to residential and 

small commercial customers.  This is a logical rule that prevents confusion by customers and 

prevents abuse of market power.  Nevertheless, based upon the self serving recommendation of 

an ARES and an association of ARES – without any supporting evidence – the PPO Second 

Notice rule expands the limitation by removing the requirement that the rule would only apply to 

affiliates of Illinois electric utilities and adding that RESs may not use the name or logo of gas 

utilities.   

This new rule will potentially have a significant negative impact on Dominion’s current 

operations, which provide service to residential and small commercial customers pursuant to an 

agreement with Nicor Advanced Energy, LLC (“NAE” or “Nicor”) entered into prior to the 
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issuance of the Second Notice Order that allows Dominion to market those services as Nicor 

Electric.  The Second Notice rule appears to preclude this preexisting arrangement, to the 

detriment of new customers and customers that have previously chosen to take power from Nicor 

Electric.  As described below, the new rule 412.190 is defective for several reasons.   

A. Expanding Part 412.190 Is Not Supported By the Commission Record. 
 

The history of Part 412.90 demonstrates that the restriction against any RES using the 

name or logo of an Illinois gas utility arose at the last moment and was not based on any record 

evidence.  The process to develop Part 412 of the Commission’s rules began shortly after the 

Commission issued its Order in ICC Docket Nos. 08-0619/0620/0621(cons.) on August 19, 

2009.  In that order, the Commission directed its Staff to draft first notice rules providing 

consumer protections for customers of alternative retail electric suppliers and customers of 

electric utilities serving customers outside their certificated service territory.1 The Commission 

Staff then held workshops and took comments and reviewed draft language from interested 

parties.2  On November 18, 2009, the Staff presented proposed rules to the Commission.  The 

Commission opened Docket 09-0592 on December 2, 2009 and began the formal rulemaking 

process by filing the rules with the Secretary of State. 

The initial proposed rule did not contain any restriction on the use of a utility name or 

logo.  During the Commission proceeding investigating that rule, however, the Illinois Attorney 

General and the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB/AG”) recommended adding a section to prohibit 

                                                            
1    ICC Docket Nos. 08-0619/0620/0621(cons.) Order at 47. 

2   ICC Docket 09-0592 Initiating Order (Dec. 2, 2009) at 1. 
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the affiliate of an electric utility from marketing retail energy supplier services using the name or 

logo of the electric utility.  The rationale provided by those parties was that the affiliate’s use of 

the electric utility name or logo would create customer confusion and an un-level playing field 

among suppliers.3  Dominion and the Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) pointed out 

that the wording of the AG-CUB proposed rule was overbroad because it would even prohibit an 

affiliate of a company that is an electric utility in a state other than Illinois from using the 

utility’s name.  No confusion or anticompetitive issues could arise from such use, so AG-CUB 

agreed to modify their proposal to limit it to prohibiting the use by an affiliate of an Illinois 

electric utility.4  No party suggested extending the rule to cover non-affiliates of Illinois electric 

utilities and no party suggested extending the rule to cover gas utilities. 

In October 2010, the Commission entered an order directing that the proposed rules 

should be withdrawn because the statutory time limit was about to expire.  Docket 09-0592 

remained open in order to provide a vehicle for consideration of the refiled rule, which was 

expected to occur in early 2011.5  On February 18, 2011, the Administrative Law Judge issued a 

Proposed First Notice Order and Rules and on March 18, 2011, a Corrected First Notice Order 

and Rules.  The purpose of doing so was to provide parties the opportunity to file briefs on the 

proposed rules prior to the issuance of a First Notice Order, which would start the time period for 

formal rulemaking.  The Proposed First Notice Rule contained the rule proposed by CUB and the 

                                                            
3   AG-CUB Comments (May 4, 2010) at 4. 

4   CUB/AG Initial Brief (August 27, 2010) at 23-24. 

5   09-0592 Interim Notice of Withdrawal, October 26, 2010. 
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Attorney General and with the modifications suggested by Dominion and RESA.  That rule 

prohibited an affiliate of an Illinois electric utility from using the utility’s name or logo.  On July 

7, 2011, the Commission issued the First Notice Order and Rules, making no change to that rule.   

Hearings were not held after that date and no testimony was introduced into evidence.  

Instead, when the First Notice Rule was published in the Illinois Register, a notice was included 

that parties should provide comments to the Commission within 45 days.  On the last day of that 

comment period, two parties suddenly proposed to expand the provision that had been 

established several rounds earlier and that had provoked no objection.  In fact, one of these 

parties, the Illinois Competitive Energy Association (“ICEA”), had been an active party in all 

stages of the Commission proceeding and had not previously commented on any iteration of Part 

412.190 in any of its three verified comments and three briefs submitted over a two year period.  

It should be noted that the members of ICEA include affiliates of the two largest Illinois electric 

companies, Exelon Energy Company and Ameren Energy Marketing who stand to benefit from 

eliminating competition from Illinois gas utilities that wish to enter the competitive electric 

market.6  The other commenter, Spark Energy LP (“Spark”), intervened in the Commission 

proceeding just prior to filing comments on the First Notice Rule.     

ICEA and Spark provided virtually no reasons for expanding the rule to include non-

affiliates and to include Illinois gas utilities.  ICEA merely stated that it did not believe that it 

was the intention of the Commission to allow either affiliates or non-affiliates of gas or electric 

                                                            
6   ICEA Comments on the Commission’s First Notice Rules, footnote 1. 
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utilities to use the utility name.7  Spark’s entire argument consisted of the unsupported 

speculation that the rule should be expanded to non-affiliates and should include gas utilities in 

order to prevent a retail electric supplier “from using the well-established and recognized name 

or brand of an Illinois utility to fool consumers into believing the RES is affiliated with, 

associated with or endorsed by the utility.”  Spark did not explain how the existing provisions in 

Illinois law and in the new rule that address misrepresentation (see section II. below) would be 

insufficient to prevent customer confusion.   

Despite the complete lack of evidence showing that the use of a gas utility name or logo 

by a RES will cause confusion or that this solution is necessary and appropriate, the Second 

Notice Rule issued by the Commission on November 22, 2011 adopted the language proposed by 

ICEA.  The Commission provided no reason for adopting the ICEA language.  It simply stated: 

“The Commission will incorporate the proposed modification presented by ICEA to expand the 

rule to include gas utilities.”8   

The Commission issued the November 22, 2011 Second Notice Order without first 

issuing an Administrative Law Judge’s Proposed Order, which was a violation of Part 200.820.  

That rule requires that before issuing an order that is adverse to a party, the Administrative Law 

Judge shall issue a proposed order, which then triggers the timeline for briefs on exceptions.  83 

Ill. Adm. Code 200.820 and 200.830.  

JCAR’s Statement of Objection indicates: 
                                                            
7   ICEA Comments at 14-15. 

8   ICC Second Notice Order at 15. 
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[JCAR] voted to object and prohibit the filing [of Part 412.190] . . .because 
unresolved issues remain in the rulemaking that JCAR deems a serious threat to 
the public interest.  JCAR is particularly concerned that ICC has not been able to 
cite specific statutory authority for various policies established in this proposed 
rulemaking. 

[JCAR Statement of Objection To And Filing Prohibition of Proposed 
Rulemaking].   

Although JCAR did not provide an indication of which policies are not supported by 

specific statutory authority, Dominion believes that the latest iteration of Part 412.190 fits that 

description.  Nothing in the Public Utilities Act provides the Commission with authority to enact 

a rule that has such serious consequences on customers, Illinois gas utilities and ARES. 

B. Expanding Part 412.190 Is Not Necessary to Protect Consumers. 

Until Spark Energy and ICEA gave their unsupported opinion that Part 412.190 should be 

expanded to include gas utilities and non-affiliates of gas and electric utilities, the Commission 

Staff and parties to this docket presented only evidence and comments regarding the use of an 

electric utility name or logo by an affiliate of that electric utility.  That concern is reflected in 

several provisions in Part 412.  First, Part 412.110 provides that a retail electric supplier must 

provide customers with a disclosure statement, one of which directly addresses this issue: 

A statement that the RES is an independent seller of power and energy service, 
certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission and that the agent is not 
representing or acting on behalf of the electric utility, governmental bodies or 
consumer groups; 

Part 412.110(l). 

Part 412 also imposes explicit disclosure requirements on each form of marketing by 

RESs.  For example, Part 412.120(a) imposes restrictions on RESs conducting door-to-door 
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marketing that ensure that customers are not confused into believing that they represent the 

electric utility: 

A RES agent shall state that it is an independent seller of power and energy 
service, certified by the Illinois Commerce Commission, and that it is not 
employed by, representing, endorsed by or acting on behalf of the electric utility, 
governmental body, or consumer group. 

Parts 412.130, 412.140, 412.150 and 412.170 impose similar restrictions on 

telemarketing, inbound calls from potential customers, mail marketing and internet marketing.   

Nowhere in the rules – until the last minute modification in the Second Notice rule – was 

there any indication that there was a concern that customers required protection from RESs 

marketing on behalf of a gas utility.   

If there is such a concern, Part 412 provides the Commission with authority to prevent 

any confusion by affiliates or non-affiliates of a gas utility marketing service under the utility’s 

name.  Part 412.170(c) provides: “A RES agent shall not utilize false, misleading, materially 

inaccurate or otherwise deceptive language or materials in soliciting or providing services.” 

In addition to the protection provided by that rule, it is necessary to step back and think 

about what confusion could possibly be engendered by a marketer using the name or logo of a 

gas utility.  Customers know the name of their electric utility and the name of their gas utility 

and they understand the difference.  If approached by an agent offering RES service under the 

name of their gas utility – with all of the disclosures required by Part 412 - there will be no 

confusion.  Prohibiting affiliates and non-affiliates of gas utilities from marketing electric service 

under the gas utility’s name thus attempts to solve a problem that does not exist. 
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C. Expanding Part 412.190 Creates an Illogical and Illegal Distinction Between 
Gas Utilities and Other Utilities and Lacks Authority Under the Public 
Utilities Act. 

 

The modification to Part 412.190 results in disparate treatment between gas utilities and 

all other utilities in Illinois, including telecommunications providers, water utilities and electric 

utilities.  All of the latter could establish a subsidiary to offer ARES service or enter into 

agreements such as the Nicor-Dominion agreement to have such service provided by a third 

party using the name of the utility.  Telecommunications carriers and water utilities could do so 

throughout the state, including within their own territory.  Section 16-116 of the Public Utilities 

Act (220 ILCS 5/16-116) allows Illinois electric utilities to market competitive electric service 

outside their service territory and the modification made to Part 412.190 in the PPPO allows 

them to use their own name and logo when marketing those services.  Yet Part 412.190 prohibits 

gas utilities from marketing electric service throughout the state.  There is no possible reason for 

such discriminatory treatment. 

Part 412.190 is also inconsistent with Part 450.25, which prohibits electric utilities and 

their affiliates from joint marketing and advertising, but specifically authorizing the use by an 

affiliate of an electric utility’s name and logo: 

§ 450.25  Marketing and Advertising    

 a)         An electric utility shall neither jointly advertise nor jointly market its 
services or products with those of an affiliated interest in competition with 
ARES.  
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 b)         Nothing in subsection (a) shall be construed as prohibiting an 
affiliated interest in competition with ARES from using the corporate name 
or logo of an electric utility or electric utility holding company.  

There is no possible justification for allowing electric utility affiliates to use the electric 

utility name or logo when marketing electric service outside their service territory while at the 

same time prohibiting affiliates and non-affiliates of gas utilities from using the gas utility’s 

name or logo when marketing electricity anywhere in the state.  Whether the harm being guarded 

against is customer confusion or anticompetitive conduct, it is clear that there is far more danger 

when an electric company name or logo is used to market competitive electric service than when 

a gas utility name is used to market competitive electric service.  Yet the Commission allows the 

former and prohibits the latter.  This disparate treatment lacks legal, factual and public policy 

support and is thus grossly discriminatory.   

Moreover, nothing in the Public Utilities Act provides the Commission with authority to 

enact a rule that restricts the use of gas utility names or logos in the provision of competitive 

electric service.  While JCAR did not explicitly state which provisions in Part 412 lacked 

authority, this must certainly be one of them.  “The Commission only has those powers given it 

by the legislature through the Act.”  Business & Professional People for the Public Interest v. 

Illinois Commerce Comm'n, 136 Ill.2d 192, 201 (1989) (“BPI I”). 

D. Expanding Part 412.190 Is Inconsistent With Commission Rules Relating to 
Illinois Utilities Providing Competitive Gas Service through Affiliates.  

The adoption of Part 412.190 would result in the absurd set of rules that would allow 

Illinois gas utilities to have affiliates marketing competitive gas service but disallow gas utilities 
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from providing competitive electric service either through an affiliate or a third party using the 

gas utility name or logo.   

Part 550.30 is the Commission rule that applies to Illinois gas utilities providing 

competitive gas service to residential and small commercial customers through a subsidiary.  

That rule allows an affiliate of a gas utility to use the utility name and logo when marketing 

competitive gas service.  The only restriction is that it cannot jointly advertise or market its 

services with the gas utility and it must disclose to customers that it is separate from the gas 

utility, that its prices are not regulated by the Commission and that its quality of service is the 

same as other ARGSs.  83 Ill. Admin. Code 550.30, Marketing and Advertising.  That rule 

explicitly allows affiliates to use the utility’s name and logo: “Nothing in subsection (a) shall be 

construed as prohibiting an affiliated interest in competition with ARGS from using the 

corporate name or logo of a gas utility or gas utility holding company.”  Id. 

Some parties in that rulemaking proposed a ban on the use of utility name and logo by an 

affiliate of an Illinois gas utility.  The Commission rejected those proposals, stating: “The 

Commission concludes that a complete prohibition on the sharing of corporate logos is 

unnecessary.”  ICC Docket No. 00-05865 Second Notice Order, p. 8. 

If the Commission believes that customers receiving proper disclosure will not be 

confused by an affiliate of a gas utility selling gas, how can it possibly come to the opposite 

conclusion when an affiliate or non-affiliate of a gas utility sells electricity using a gas utility’s 

name or logo?  If disclosure is sufficient for the former, it is more than sufficient for the latter.  

In fact, such disclosure is already included in Part 412.  Parts 412.110(l), 412.120(a), 412.130, 
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412.140, 412.150 and 412.170 all contain disclosure requirements even more stringent than those 

in Part 550.30.  Additionally, Part 412.170(c) contains a prohibition against using “false, 

misleading, materially inaccurate or otherwise deceptive language or materials in soliciting or 

providing services.”    

E. Expanding Part 412.190 Is An Unconstitutional Restriction of Commercial 
Speech. 

Speech that promotes commercial transactions is entitled to constitutional protection, 

although it may be subject to governmental regulation more than other types of speech. Ohralik 

v. Ohio State Bar Ass'n, 436 U.S. 447, 98 S. Ct. 1912, 1925 (1978).  For example, States may 

regulate commercial speech that is demonstrably false, deceptive, or misleading. See Friedman 

v. Rogers, 440 U.S. 1, 9-10, 99 S. Ct. 887 (1979).   

A recent court opinion reviewing another Commission rule addressing electric 

competition demonstrates that Part 412.190 violates Dominion’s and Nicor’s constitutional right 

to free speech.  As noted above, Part 450.25 of the Commission’s rules prohibits joint marketing 

and advertising by an electric utility and an affiliate.  Several utilities appealed the Commission 

order approving that rule, arguing that it was an unconstitutional infringement of their 

commercial speech.  In Illinois Power v. ICC, 316 Ill. App. 3d 254, 259-60 (5th Dist. 2000) the 

Illinois Appellate Court applied a four pronged test to evaluate the constitutionality of the 

Commission rule:  

(1) the expression must be protected by the first amendment, (2) the asserted 
government interest must be substantial, (3) the regulation must directly advance 
the governmental interest asserted, and (4) the regulation must be no more 
extensive than necessary to serve the interest.  See Central Hudson Gas & 
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Electric Corp. v. Public Service Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 565-66, 65 L. Ed. 2d 341, 
100 S. Ct. 2343 (1980). In order to satisfy the last prong, the state must show not 
that the regulation is the least restrictive means but that it is narrowly tailored to 
achieve the desired result. See Board of Trustees of State University of New York 
v. Fox, 492 U.S. 469, 480, 106 L. Ed. 2d 388, 109 S. Ct. 3028 (1989). 

Illinois Power, 316 Ill. App. 3d at 259-260. 

The Court found that the first prong is met because commercial speech has long been recognized 

by the United States Supreme Court as constitutionally protected speech. See Ohralik, 436 U.S. 

at 456-57.  Addressing the second prong, the Court found that Illinois had a substantial interest in 

regulating joint advertising and marketing in order to insure nondiscrimination in the 

development of a competitive market for utility service.  Addressing the third prong, the Court 

found as follows: 

In ordering the restriction on joint marketing, the ICC found that, in the absence 
of competition, any benefits to a utility and its affiliate from joint marketing 
would not necessarily be transferred to customers. Without the restriction, 
competition for business might be less robust. This finding was supported by 
testimony that allowing a utility and its affiliate to jointly market creates an entry 
barrier to unaffiliated ARES, thereby stifling competition and defeating the 
purpose of the deregulation. In addition, there was testimony regarding the 
likelihood of confusion and deception if joint marketing were allowed. 

Illinois Power, 316 Ill. App. 3d at 260 (emphasis added). 

Compare the Commission’s actions in that case to this one.  Here, there was no testimony 

supporting the expansion of Part 412.190 to cover non-affiliates and gas utilities.  There was 

barely any reason provided by ICEA and Spark Energy other than vague unsupported 

allegations.  Part 412.190 thus does not pass the third prong of the commercial speech test 

because the Commission has neither articulated a government purpose nor explained how the 

restriction in Part 412.190 advances that government purpose. 
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The failure of Part 412.190 to meet the fourth prong of the commercial speech test is 

even more apparent.  It can hardly be said that Part 412.190 is narrowly tailored to serve the 

state's interest in protecting consumers from confusion or preventing anticompetitive conduct.  

The Courts are clear that a regulation must be no more extensive than necessary to serve the 

interest advanced. See Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp., 447 U.S. 557,565-66, 100 S. Ct. 

2343 (1980). The Court in Illinois Power found that prohibiting joint advertising and marketing 

was narrowly tailored because the Commission allows the affiliate of an electric utility to use the 

utilities' corporate name and logo.  Illinois Power, 316 Ill. App. 3d at 261.  Here, the 

Commission has abandoned that defense and prohibited the use of Illinois gas utility names or 

logos not only by affiliates, but also non-affiliates; plus it has extended that prohibition to gas 

utilities entering an entirely different market (electricity) than their traditional natural gas market.  

As noted previously in these comments, there are several measures already in place in Part 412 

that are sufficiently tailored to serve the public interest in preventing confusion by customers and 

anticompetitive conduct.  Part 412.190, however, creates a blanket prohibition that is far beyond 

what is necessary to serve the state’s interests. 

In summary, Part 412.190 fails to meet the third and fourth prongs of the commercial free 

speech test.  Therefore, the expansion of that rule in the Second Notice rule is an impingement 

on the free speech of Dominion and Nicor protected by the United States Constitution. 
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F. Expanding Part 412.190 Is An Unconstitutional Interference With Contracts. 

Part 412.190 is an unconstitutional interference with contracts between Dominion and 

Nicor and between Dominion and its customers. See U.S. Const., Art. I, § 10; Ill. Const. 1970, 

Art. I, § 16.   

Courts use a three part test to determine if state action results in an unconstitutional 

impairment of contract: (1) whether governmental action has impaired that obligation; (2) 

whether the impairment of the contract is substantial; and (3) whether the government action 

serves an important public purpose. Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Illinois Commerce 

Commission, 398 Ill. App. 3d 510, 529 (2nd Dist. 2009).  Applying this three pronged test to Part 

412.190, it is clear that its impact on Dominion/Nicor would be an unconstitutional interference 

with their established contracts.   

The application of the first two prongs of the test is apparent.  Part 412.190 would make 

it illegal for Nicor Electric to continue providing service under its existing contracts and would 

invalidate any contract between Dominion and Nicor for Dominion’s use of the Nicor name.    

Part 412.190 would impair those contracts and that impairment would be complete.  The 

application of the third prong completes the analysis showing that the rule is unconstitutional.  

There is no conceivable public purpose that would be served by forcing customers to leave their 

chosen electric provider and seek the services of another company.  In fact, invalidating those 

customers’ contracts is against the public interest.  Nor is there any conceivable public purpose 

served by negating all of the cost and effort expended by Dominion/Nicor to form their business 

arrangement, establish operational systems and then acquire and serve those customers.  There is 
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certainly nothing in the record of the Commission proceeding that would support the harm that 

would be caused by applying this rule to Dominion/Nicor because there was no record 

supporting the expansion of Part 412.190.  

G. Conclusion 

The Commission should at the very least, strike the changes made in the Second Notice 

order that adopted the ICEA proposed change and restore the language that was in the First 

Notice rule. 

Proposed Language 

Part 412.190 Affiliate Affiliate Utility Name and Logo Use 

A RES shall not be permitted to market power and energy service to residential 
customers using a similar name (where any part of the RES name contains any 
part of the utility name) or logo to that of an existing electric utility or natural gas 
utility affiliated affiliated in Illinois. This section does not apply to an electric 
utility serving or seeking to serve retail customers, including residential 
customers, pursuant to Section 16-116 of the Public Utilities Act. 

 
 
 
2. Part 412.320(c)(3)  Dispute Resolution 
 

Dominion believes it is unnecessary and perhaps misleading to consumers to list informal 

complaints on the Commission website. The definition of a “complaint” is far too broad and 

could include any questions a consumer has or even a complaint such as a customer who thinks 

the supplier’s price is “just too high” for any reason whatsoever.  Unless the Commission’s 

Consumer Affairs Division categorizes each complaint into inquiries, general concerns and 
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specific complaints, or additional classifications, it is misleading to merely list the number of 

informal complaints.   

Dominion is also concerned that merely listing the number of complaints could provide a 

false picture of a RES’s performance without somehow taking into account the number of 

customers of a RES:  For example, a RES with 100 complaints from its 100,000 customers 

would have a  0.10% complaint rate.  Yet if only the raw number of complaints is listed, it would 

appear to be inferior to a RES with 7 complaints from its 100 customers.   Of course, information 

regarding the number of customers of a RES is confidential, so providing the percentage of 

complaints or any other information that could allow the calculation of the number of customers 

of a RES is also problematic.  Dominion therefore recommends that the ORMD be directed to 

initiate an industry collaborative process in order to evaluate methods that might be used in 

collecting and determining the best and most informative format for consumers that protects 

confidential data.  In its Second Notice Order, the Commission rejected Dominion’s proposal 

without providing any explanation.  [Second Notice Order, p. 19].  Dominion renews its proposal 

that the parties work out a meaningful way to disclose complaint information. 

Proposed Language 

Part 412.320 (c)( 3) 

Disclosure of RESs’ level of customer complaints. The Commission shall, on at 
least a quarterly basis, prepare a summary of all formal and informal complaints 
received by it and publish such summary on its web site. The summary shall be in 
an easy-to-read and user friendly format that provides sufficient information to 
reflect RES performance without revealing confidential business information, the 
details of which will be addressed in workshops supervised by the Commission’s 
Office of Market Retail Development.   
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Dominion requests that the Commission modify the Post 

Prohibition Proposed Order as set forth in the Exceptions Language portion of this brief. 

Dated:  September 6, 2012   

     Respectfully submitted, 
     Dominion Retail, Inc. 
 
 
 
     s/ Stephen J. Moore      
     Stephen J. Moore 
     Rowland & Moore LLP 
     200 West Superior Street 
     Suite 400 
     Chicago, Illinois 60654 
     (312) 803-1000 
     steve@telecomreg.com 
      

ATTORNEY FOR Dominion Retail, Inc.  
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electronic mail. 

 
 
     /s/_Stephen J. Moore______________ 
     Stephen J. Moore 
     Rowland & Moore LLP 
     200 West Superior Street 
     Suite 400 
     Chicago, Illinois 60654 
     (312) 803-1000 
     steve@telecomreg.com 
      

ATTORNEY FOR Dominion Retail, Inc.  
  
 
 

 

 


